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Software for Optimal 
Loading of Containers
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PackAssistant – at a glance
Making best use of container space can save transportation and storage 
costs. You simply have to find the best arrangement of packing pieces in a 
container. Experienced packing planners usually spend a lot of time meti-
culously arranging packing pieces with complex shapes and still, in most 
cases, they will not achieve the same container utilization as PackAssistant.

The software PackAssistant calculates the optimal packing arrangement of 
identical pieces in standard containers by using 3D-CAD-models. This also 
works for pieces with complex shapes, as the software will identify and 
take the individual shape of the piece into account.

Graphical User Interface of PackAssistant.



Packing containers quickly and in the best possible way
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Benefit
PackAssistant saves time and money...

 Optimal container utilization 
 No time-consuming packing tests 
 Transport, container and storage planning at an early stage 
 Important support tool for quotes

Within seconds PackAssistant creates 3D-views which can serve as an ideal basis 
for individualized quotes. The customer can see straightaway how the pieces 
should be arranged in the container. Until now this had to be done by laborious 
drawings or graphs.

Up to now numerous 
tests with prototypes were 
necessary to obtain an 
acceptable packing plan. 
With PackAssistant the exact 
arrangement of the packing 
pieces can be computed 
and displayed as early as 
in the design phase of the 
components.
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Saving Potential
Reduction of transportation costs
PackAssistant users have increased container utilization by up to 25 percent. This 
improvement also has a positive effect on other areas in the whole logistic chain.

Example Audi AG (tail-light)

proposed by the supplier calculated by PackAssistant Reduction in transportation costs

36 45 ¤ 57.000
packing pieces per container   packing pieces per container p.a.

On average, it ta
kes PackAssista

nt 

25 minutes to: 

@  choose the b
est possible co

ntainer

@  work out the
 optimal contai

ner load

@  produce a c
omplete packing

 report incl. 

images.

How long do you
 take for all th

is?

X% lower container cost  /X% lower storage cost /X% lower transportation cost X% lower handling cost 

Total of your cost

Save time by improved planning
PackAssistant not only enables you to increase container utilization, but – by 
better planning – it also helps you to save time.
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Methods
Software can simulate several types of container loads:

 compartments for damageable pieces, 
 plastic foil or corrugated cardboard for robust pieces, 
 solid layer pads or trays for stability.

Software can choose the best container for a given packing piece.  
Software considers distances among packing pieces and weight restrictions of 
the container.

The following pages show examples of the various container loads.

Loading with 
compartm ents

Loading with solid 
layer pads

Loading with flexi-
ble layer pads

Loading in stacks
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Loading with compartments
PackAssistant arranges the packing pieces in layers 
and separate compartments. The software allows 
for standard rectangular, trapezoidal and hexagonal 
compartments. With a lot of packing pieces, the tra-
pezoidal compartment, in particular, provides a much 
higher container utilization, compared to rectangular 
compartments. The extra effort for design and hand-
ling of trapezoidal compartments is minimal.
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Loading with solid layer pads
PackAssistant arranges the packing pieces in layers, 
separated by solid layer pads. The pieces can be arranged 
in two ways: with or without overlap in the direction the 
packing pieces will be taken out of the container. The 
software ensures that in either case the arrangement of 
the pieces is as regular as possible to allow easy loading 
and unloading. The user can set the minimum distance 
between the packing pieces which gives a realistic and 
individual solution.
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Loading with flexible layer pads
Examples of flexible layer pads are plastic foil or  
corrugated cardboard. The user can set the thickness of 
these layers. If thickness is 0, PackAssistant will arrange 
the packing pieces directly on top of each other.
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Loading in stacks
In addition to arranging packing pieces in layers, PackAs-
sistant can also load them in stacks. This is particularly 
suitable for pieces consisting of thin materials like sheet 
metal. Vertical or slanted stacking is possible.  
The following example shows slanted stacking.
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Packing report for 
print-out as Microsoft 
Word document

Packing Report for Print-out
PackAssistant produces a packing report as Microsoft Word document. The report 
has several images to illustrate the packing arrangement. It also contains key data 
like container dimensions, number of packing pieces and number of layers. You 
can adjust the layout of the document to the needs of your company.
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Development partners

Features
 PackAssistant is offered as nodelocked or floating license 
 FlexLM is used as the licensing mechanism 
 PackAssistant is available in English and German

System Requirements
 Windows 2000, Windows XP 
  Standard PC with at least a 1 GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM
 Graphic card with at least 32 MB RAM 

Microsoft Word 2000 (or a more recent version) is required for creating packing 
reports. The 3D-CAD-models of the packing pieces can be imported in the for-
mats STL (*.stl) and VRML (*.wrl). A list of all containers of your company can be 
imported as from Microsoft Excel 2000 (or a more recent version).

Packing report for 
print-out as Microsoft 
Word document

First-time buyers (choice)



Contact
MVI SOLVE-IT 
The graphical user interface, all inter-
faces and data management are pro-
vided by SOLVE-IT, a member of the 
MVI Group which specializes in overall 
software so lutions for the automotive 
industry. 

MVI SOLVE-IT GmbH München
Knorrstraße 135
80937 München
Germany

phone: +49 (0) 89 / 318  13  169
fax: +49 (0) 89 / 318  13  222
packassistant@solve-it-mvi.com

Fraunhofer Institute SCAI 
Fraunhofer SCAI offers long-term ex-
pertise in applying discrete methods to 
two- and three-dimensional arrangement 
problems. PackAssistant benefits from 
the institute’s long years of comprehen-
sive algorithmic experience in the field of 
optimization and packing.

Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms  
and Scientific Computing SCAI
Schloss Birlinghoven
53754 Sankt Augustin
Germany

phone: +49 (0) 22 41 / 14 - 2932
fax: +49 (0) 22 41 / 14 - 2167
packassistant@scai.fraunhofer.de

www.packassistant.com


